The quadratic contact process is implemented on a square lattice as a model with random adsorption and correlated desorption requiring empty pairs of diagonal neighbors. The model exhibits a discontinuous phase transition between an active state and an absorbing state, but equistability between these states depends on the orientation of the separating interface. Correspondingly, for a generalized class of models, we find phase coexistence over a finite region of their two-dimensional parameter space. This is in stark contrast to behavior in equilibrium systems. Stochastic spatial models for cooperative processes have broad applicability in describing dynamics and pattern formation in systems involving, e.g., chemical reactions, population dynamics, spread of epidemics or information, and other ecological and sociological phenomena [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . In contrast to traditional Hamiltonian systems [6] , such nonequilibrium models often incorporate irreversible steps and thus are not constrained by detailed-balance conditions on the microscopic rates governing evolution. Consequently, these models can display a richer variety of spatiotemporal behavior. Nonetheless, their steady states often exhibit continuous and discontinuous phase transitions which appear analogous to equilibrium phase transitions in Hamiltonian systems [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . However, the thermodynamic framework which facilitates the analysis of equilibrium transitions is lacking in the nonequilibrium case where understanding is limited.
Most investigation of nonequilibrium systems to date has focused on continuous transitions where the concept of universality carries over from equilibrium theory [1, 4, 5] . Less attention has been paid to discontinuous nonequilibrium transitions [3, 4] . However, a well-known example of the latter provided is by the ZGB model [7] for the twocomponent monomer-dimer surface reaction where a transition to a monomer-poisoned absorbing state occurs for sufficiently high monomer adsorption rate. Various aspects of this transition have been characterized: epidemic properties [3, 8] , interface propagation and nucleation [9, 10] , and metastability [9, 11] . Some unusual features likely reflect a small effective interface tension. Singlecomponent models purportedly exhibiting discontinuous transitions have also been developed [2] , although this behavior is sometimes disputed for lower dimensions [5] .
Here, we consider single-component ''contact models'' which describe the spread of disease or information by nearest-neighbor (NN) interaction on a square lattice of sites [1, 2] . Individuals are either sick or healthy. Sick individuals recover at a fixed rate, and healthy individuals are infected by sick neighbors according to specific rules. We prefer to recast these models in the language of adsorption-desorption where sick (healthy) corresponds to an empty (filled) site. This facilitates comparison with classic equilibrium adsorption-desorption models for interacting adlayers. In the standard contact process (SCP), particles adsorb randomly on the empty sites of a lattice at rate or ''pressure'', p, and desorb at a rate proportional to the number of empty NN sites. In the quadratic contact process (QCP), again particles adsorb randomly on empty sites at rate, p, but now desorb at a rate k=4, where k equals the number of diagonally adjacent empty pairs of NN sites [2] . Thus, k 0, 0, 2, and 4 for 0, 1, 3, and 4 empty NN sites, respectively, and k 1 (0) for 2 empty NN sites which are diagonally adjacent (on opposite sides of the particle).
The SCP and QCP are in turn often identified with Schlögl's 1st and 2nd models for autocatalytic kinetics, respectively [2, 12] : X $ 2X and X ! ; for the 1st model, and 2X $ 3X and X ! ; for the 2nd model, where X ! ; denotes annihilation of a particle X. The mean-field kinetics is quadratic (cubic) for the 1st (2nd) model suggesting a continuous (discontinuous) transition to the vacuum state. Indeed, Schlögl's 1st model does exhibit a continuous transition to the vacuum state, and correspondingly the SCP exhibits a continuous poisoning transition to a completely covered surface in the directed percolation universality class [1] . One careful study of a cellular-automata realization of Schlögl's 2nd model [13] reported a continuous transition (for spatial dimension D 1-3). However, model behavior will depend on the specific discrete realization.
In this Letter, we show that the QCP on a square lattice does in fact exhibit a discontinuous transition, i.e., phase separation, between an active state with low coverage and an absorbing state corresponding to a completely covered surface. However, in marked contrast to equilibrium systems, the adsorption rate or pressure for equistability be-tween these states, p eq , depends on the orientation of the interface separating them. This implies that bistability exists over a finite range of pressure. Furthermore, for a generalized class of models, we find a corresponding phase coexistence over a finite region of their two-dimensional parameter space.
Our model analysis is performed using kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) simulation on L x L y site squarelattice systems with periodic boundary conditions. In conventional constant-p KMC simulation of the QCP, one specifies an adsorption rate, p, and then runs the simulation implementing adsorption and desorption with the appropriate rates to determine dynamics and steady-state behavior. For lower p, the system reaches a stable low-coverage active state with a steady-state coverage satisfying p p Op 2 . For higher p above about 0.1, the system quickly reaches a stable absorbing or poisoned state with p 1. See below.
In constant-coverage (CC) simulation [14] , one specifies a target coverage and runs the simulation attempting to adsorb (desorb) if the actual coverage is below (above) the target . The fraction of adsorption attempts yields the pressure p p. CC and constant-p simulation become equivalent for sufficiently large systems. The CC approach is particularly useful for discontinuous transitions where specifying anywhere in the range of the discontinuous jump in versus p yields the same equistability pressure, p eq . Here, we further exploit the CC approach to search for dependence of p eq p eq S on the slope, S, of the interface between active and absorbing phases. To this end, we perform simulations in rectangular systems with L y SL x starting from an initial filled strip of the absorbing state of slope S for target 0:5. During simulation, the strip equilibrates but remains stable, its mean slope S being preserved due to the boundary conditions. Simulations performed with different L y to check for finite-size effects indicate a clear slope dependence: p eq L y ! 1 0:094 43, 0.094 00, and 0.092 83 (0:000 03), for S 1, 2, and 4, respectively. See Fig. 1(a) . The special case S 1 is discussed below.
An independent assessment of equistability, as well as a more comprehensive analysis of interface propagation, can be obtained from standard constant-p simulations. Starting from an initial filled strip with slope S, where 1 S < 1 in a rectangular system with L y SL x , one monitors the rate of growth or shrinkage of the strip to obtain the propagation velocity, VS; p. Results for VS; p versus p are shown in Fig. 2 . For 0 p < p eq S, the more stable active state displaces the less stable absorbing state and VS; p > 0. The opposite applies for p > p eq S where VS; p < 0. Estimates of p eq S from this plot are entirely consistent with but less precise than those above from CC simulation. For each S, VS; p increases smoothly with decreasing p to a maximum at p 0. As an aside, we note that interface propagation for general S in the QCP when p 0 (i.e., irreversible shrinkage of an absorbing strip) maps onto the exactly solvable 1 1D single-step deposition model for irreversible growth on a sloped surfaces [15] . Previous results for the latter imply that VS 1; p 0 1=8 2 p and VS; p 0 / SS 1 ÿ1 S 2 1 ÿ1=2 for S > 1. Next, we consider the ''delicate'' case of evolution of a vertical strip of filled sites, i.e., an interface with slope S 1. As a direct consequence of the QCP desorption rules, particles within completely filled vertical columns of this strip can never desorb. Thus, the strip can never erode for any p 0. However, let us assume that such a strip in an infinite system is stable against expansion for 0 p p eq S 1. Then, we note that simulated behavior in this p regime is ''corrupted'' in finite-size systems. Why? Consider the partially completed columns adjacent to the completed columns of the strip. Completion of each such column corresponds to falling into a 1D absorbing state. Consequently, this event must eventually occur with probability unity in a finite system. For conventional simulations, this results in strip expansion for any p > 0. In CC simu- 
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050601-2 lations, this results in a decrease in the coverage of the active state and a corresponding slow decrease in the effective pressure with increasing time. To systematically remove such finite-size effects, we perform CC simulations for a sequence of systems with L y 2 n L x containing a vertical interface of length 2 n L x , and extrapolate behavior n ! 1. We also compare behavior for different simulation times (longer times yield lower p). Results shown in Fig. 1(b) indicate that p eq S 1 0:08690:0004, for L y ! 1.
For additional insight into vertical interface evolution, we consider the dynamics of the first incomplete column adjacent to a complete edge column bordering the absorbing state. There are three types of occupied sites in this column: (i) particles in the interior of vertical strings of two or more filled sites which cannot desorb; (ii) particles at the ends of vertical strings which have one empty neighbor in the same column, and which desorb at rate Q e =4; (iii) particles for which the neighboring upper and lower sites are both empty, and which desorb at rate Q e =2. Here, Q e denotes the conditional probability that the NN site in the neighboring incomplete column is empty, where we neglect any dependence of this conditional probability on other details of the local environment. Then, the process of column completion maps onto a classic 1D contact process. Based on previous simulation studies of this 1D contact process [1] , it follows that column completion displays a continuous transition to an absorbing state for p p eq 1D 0:1516Q e which we identify as p eq S 1.
It remains to determine Q e at the relevant equistability point where eq 0:17 taken from Fig. 3 . The simplest site-approximation sets Q e 1 ÿ eq 0:83, so p eq 1D 0:126 (site). A pair-approximation for the QCP (described elsewhere) yields Q e 1 ÿ eq =1 eq 0:71, so p eq 1D 0:108 (pair). Alternatively, one can utilize simulations to directly assess Q e . We have done this using CC simulations starting with a narrow vertical column of length 1024 in a 256 1024 site system. We set a target 0:25, and collect statistics on Q e once the number of completed rows in the growing absorbing strip reaches around 20, so the local coverage in the active state is just above 0.17. From this analysis, we obtain Q e 0:58, so that p eq 1D 0:088 (simulation) consistent with the above estimate.
From the above analyses, we conclude that p eq S decreases monotonically with increasing S from a maximum of p eq S 1 0:0944 to a minimum of p eq S 1 0:087. This is in marked contrast to behavior in equilibrium adsorption-desorption systems including appropriate attractive interactions. Here, a single equistability pressure exists corresponding to equality of the chemical potential for the coexisting 2D dilute and dense phases. A comprehensive illustration of steady-state behavior in the QCP is provided by Fig. 3(a) : a unique stable absorbing state exists for p > p eq S 1; a stable active state exists for p < p eq S 1; both the absorbing and active states are stable for p eq S 1 < p < p eq S 1 in that either can displace the other depending on interface orientation, i.e., there is true bistability. For p < p eq S 1 the absorbing state is stable against isolated active droplets (see below). As for equilibrium systems [16] , presumably the active state cannot be analytically extended to a unique metastable state, but there will exist a smooth C 1 family of extensions for p > p eq S 1. One of these [17] is indicated in Fig. 3 . No precisely defined spinodal point terminates this metastable state, but the poisoning kinetics above the metastable region are found to depend strongly on the distance to an effective spinodal [9] , p s 0:1000:002.
Further insight into the origin of true bistability over a finite range of p comes from an analysis of the dynamics of droplets of one phase embedded in the other. First, consider the evolution of droplets of the absorbing state embedded in the active state when p eq S 1 < p < p eq S 1. Since we claim that active state is stable in this regime, we must rationalize why such (spontaneously forming) droplets ultimately disappear even though the absorbing state is stable. To focus on a ''worst case scenario'', consider a square-shaped droplet having sides orientated with slopes S 0 and S 1. Then, since p > p eq S 1, the sides of this droplet will initially tend to expand. If growth at the corners is inhibited, then a roughly octagonal shaped droplet will develop. Subsequently, the facets with slope S 1 will tend to contract, since p < p eq S 1, and the sides with S 0 or 1 will grow out yielding a diamond shape droplet which will naturally shrink. (Large fluctuations hide this progression in geometric shapes. Even with an initial 64 64 site droplet and ''high'' p 0:094, shrinkage starting at the corners is more evident than growth of the S 0 and S 1 sides.) Of course, the active state is unstable and droplets grow with finite probability for p > p eq S 1. Second, consider droplets of the active phase (or empty droplets) embedded in absorbing phase. A special feature of the desorption rules in the QCP is that such a droplet can never grow outside of a rectangle containing the droplet. Thus, trivially, the absorbing state is stable against such isolated droplets which must disappear for any p > 0, a feature already noted by Durrett [2] . However, perturbations of the model dynamics to remove the above special feature allow growth of an empty droplet with finite probability for p < p eq S 1 below the true bistable window (see below).
How general is the feature of a finite range of true bistability in nonequilibrium lattice-gas adsorptiondesorption type models? It is natural to generalize the QCP model to include an additional pathway for random desorption characterized by ''small'' rate d > 0. In this model, the high-stable state is no longer absorbing. The system states are parameterized by both pressure, p, and the temperaturelike variable d (d 0 recovering the QCP), so one can make a more complete comparison with equilibrium adsorption-desorption models. We find that the finite region of bistability persists for d > 0, but shrinks to zero at a critical cusp point, d d c . See Fig. 3(b) . The boundaries of this finite region of bistability were obtained from CC simulations for interfaces with slope S 1 and S 1, respectively. Detailed finitesize-scaling analysis of fluctuation behavior near the nonequilibrium critical point [11, 18] indicates Ising-like behavior with d c 0:055 and p p c 0:1090. As an aside, we mention another generalized model motivated by the standard contact process: here additional desorption occurs with rate dm=4 for particles with m NN empty sites (in addition to the QCP pathway). This model preserves the completely covered surface as an absorbing steady-state, and also has a finite region of bistability extending for d > 0 similar to the first generalized model.
More broadly, the phenomenon of true bistability or generic two-phase coexistence has been noted in other nonequilibrium models. However, typically, it derives from a rather severe departure from traditional Hamiltonian-based dynamics. One example is Toom's North-East-Center synchronous stochastic celullar automata model which introduces an explicit artificial asymmetry into dynamic ''voting'' rules [19] . Continuum analogues incorporating this asymmetry also exhibit true bistability [20] . Here, behavior can be rationalized in terms of very unusual droplet dynamics. Another example is provided by models for interface pinning-depinning transitions where true bistability can derive from the feature that a greater driving force is required to depin an interface than to maintain motion [21] . Finally, we note that metastability is enhanced in nonequilibrium adsorption-desorption type models by introducing particle hopping [9, 22] . However, true bistability is only achieved in the rapid-hopping hydrodynamic limit [22] .
In conclusion, we have shown that the QCP on a square lattice exhibits a discontinuous phase transition with true bistability. This QCP is closer to traditional equilibrium models than Toom-type models. The origin of its bistability is more delicate, deriving from a quite weak dependence of equistability on interface orientation. This work was supported by the U. S. DOE-BES Chemical Sciences Division and performed at Ames Laboratory operated by ISU under Contract No. W-7405-Eng-82.
